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HP Carbon supports integration with Cutwise online service - diamond presentation and comparison engine.
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:Video summary

You can quickly share via the Internet your stone information using an integration of HP Carbon, DiBox 2.0, and Cutwise
OctoNus products
Upload information collected with HP Carbon and DiBox 2.0 to Cutwise online service
Send data in either order - Cutwise will consolidate them to form the full-data representation of your stone online
In Cutwise, your product will contain photos and videos from DiBox and information from HP Carbon: main stone parameters,
advanced reports with images, I3D report, HTML report, DMC file
In Cutwise, share with whom you need to make your product information available around the globe 24/7
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:Video summary

After obtaining the set of SmartRecut solutions, it is an essential task to compare them.
OctoNus Cutwise online service offers an extended set of tools for presenting and comparison.
HP Carbon supports integration with Cutwise: models from HP Carboon may be sent to
Cutwise where they can be further visualized and analyzed.
Cutwise generates virtual films presenting stones and calculates metrics based on films.
Cutwise presents models images for Fire, Office, and ASET.
HP Carbon parameters are also transferred to Cutwise.
Cutwise cloud keeps all operations server-side.
Cutwise is a comfortable tool for comparison and selecting the best.
Selected stones can be saved in collections.
You can share created collections 24/7 for discussion and sales.
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